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Rotationally resolved ftuorescence excitation and resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization 
(MPI) spectra of the 6~ 1~ one-photon band of benzene at the onset of "channel three" are 
reported. The ftuorescence decay is monitored after rotationally selected excitation and a large 
variation ofthe nonradiative decay time ( < 1 to 6.8 ns) is found for the different rotational 
states at the vibrational excess energy of 3287 cm - I in SI . The rotational structure of the 
ftuorescence excitation spectrum and the MPI spectrum measured with delayed laser pulses 
differ considerably. All observed lines ofthe MPI spectrum were assigned and the rotational 
line structure can only be understood with a model which incorporates interference between 
different decay channels. Due to this interference, particular rotational states decay fairly 
slowly and give rise to lines in the spectrum while states with neighboring rotational quantum 
numbers decay rapidly and are therefore not found in the spectrum. The previously reported 
drastic increase of the electronic, nonradiative decay of benzene in this region of excess energy, 
which led to the postulation of"channel three," cannot be confirmed. Instead, the optically 
excited rovibronic states are thought to be coupled to background states within SI which are 
themselves broadened due to strong coupling to the highly excited So electronic state rather 
than due to an unknown ("channel three") or isomerization process. 

I.INTRODUCTION 

From the rotational contour analysis of vibronic bands 
of benzene l Callomon et al. concluded that the bands are 
more or less diffuse above 3000 cm - I vibrational excess en
ergy in SI' 2 The lowest band found to be diffuse was the 6~ 1~ 
band leading to the 6113 state at 3287 cm - I excess energy 
with an estimated "linewidth" of 0.3 cm - I. Comparison of 
the nonradiative decay rate determined from these 
"linewidths" with the directly measured ftuorescence decay 
rate of states with excess energy below 3000 cm - I 3 showed 
an increase by more than 4 orders of magnitude in the nonra
diative decay rate over a very narrow range of excess ener
gies. This is paralleled by a drastic decrease in ftuorescence 
quantum yield seen before at the same range of excess ener
gies.4 Since none of the known decay processes could explain 
these observations, a hitherto unknown "channel three" was 
invoked as an explanation? 

In the 20 years since this initial investigation, numerous 
experimental investigations were performed to clarify the 
fascinating problem of "channel three," i.e., the nonradia
tive decay of SI benzene. Aron et al.5 measured the width of 
the rotational contour ofthe two-photon 14~ I;) bands at ex
treme rotational cooling in a supersonic jet. The increased 
width for n:;;;.3 was interpreted as an increase in the homoge
neous width of the 1411 n states and found in good agreement 
with the above-mentioned "linewidth" of the one-photon 
states at the same excess energy. In contrast to that, Wunsch 
et al.6 measured the press ure dependence of the ftuorescence 
decay curves after two-photon excitation ofthe same 1411 n 

states at room temperature. From these experiments, they 
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concluded decay rates which were about 2 orders of magni
tude lower than the values of Aron et al. 5 In an attempt to 
identify the final electronic state of the "channel three" de
cay, Duncan et al. 7 and Otis et al.8 used two-color resonant 
two-photon ionization with a variable delay between the two 
laser pulses. From the decay curves obtained in this way they 
conc1uded that at low excess energy in SI the dominant de
cay channel is intersystem crossing (in accord with earlier 
investigations by sensitized phosphorescence9

), while at ex
cess energies above 3000 cm - I internal conversion becomes 
the dominant process. This result was confirmed by Y oshi
hara and co-workers lO by transient absorption measure
ments after excitation to high SI levels. However, no cou
pling mechanism could be identified to explain these 
findings. 

The availability of ps light sources in the UV and streak 
camera detection allowed Sumitani et al. l1 to measure ftu
orescence decay curves of a number of one-photon vibronic 
states below and above 3000 cm -I excess energy. The two 
prominent findings were that biexponential decay curves 
were observed around 3000 cm - I excess energy and that the 
measured nonradiative decay rates of the very states pre
viously considered by Callomon et az.2 were considerably 
lower. They were, indeed, quite similar to the values found 
by Wunsch et al.6 for two-photon states at the same energy. 
This showed that comparison of "linewidth" and decay time 
measurements at this level of spectral resolution is critical. 

All of the investigations discussed so far were only able 
to resolve the vibronic structure of the spectrum and there
fore the decay times found in these measurements represent 
an average over the unresolved rotational structure. Riedle 
et al. 12 were the first to resolve single rotationallines in the 
electronic spectrum of benzene. Later they reported 
Doppler-free, two-photon spectra of the 14~ 1~ band l3 and 
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showed that the nonradiative decay of~ 14112 state at 3412 
cm - I excess energy depends strongly on the rotation of the 
molecule. It was found that the decay time of K = 0 states is 
as long as tens of ns 14 and agrees well with the homogeneous 
linewidth oftypically 0.001 cm - 1.15 This result was in strik
ing contrast to the decay behavior of rotational states in the 
141 vibronic state at 1570 cm -I excess energy reported by 
Schubert et al. 16

•
17 There, no rotational dependence of the 

decay rate was measured after excitation ofunperturbed ro
tational states, i.e., states without coupling in SI' This points 
to an electronic, nonradiative relaxation process in the statis
ticallimit. From the high rotational selectivity in the 14112 

state it was concluded that in the "channel three" regime of 
SI benzene an intricate, intramolecular vibrational redis
tribution (IVR) process serves as the primary relaxation 
process before the rapid rotationally independent nonradia
tive electronic decay. 

The presence of IVR was also confirmed by Achiba et 
al. 18 by multiphoton ionization photoelectron spectroscopy. 
Parmenter and co-workers 19 used the method of "chemical 
timing," i.e., the investigation ofthe O2 pressure dependence 
on the emission spectrum, to determine the IVR rate in var
ious vibronic states after one-photon excitation. Their values 
for "IVR dephasing rates," which they equate to the nonra
diative decay rates of Callomon et al.,2 were in good agree
ment for excess energies above 3000 cm - I with these earlier 
values and they also conftrmed the finding of substantial 
IVR by RiedIe et al. \3-15 However, for the 6112 state at 2370 
cm - I they found a value of the IVR rate which is larger by 
more than 2 orders of magnitude than aH previous decay 
time measurements. 3,II,20 The large amount ofunstructured 
emission seen by Parmenter and co-workersl9 in the emis
sion from the 6113 state was recently shown by Suzuki and 
Ito to decrease considerably upon rotational cooling in a 
supersonic jet,21 

The brief survey presented above demonstrates that 
there exists a variety of results from different experimental 
techniques which point to a fast, nonradiative decay channel 
opening around 3000 cm - I vibrational excess energy. These 
results can be divided into two categories: first, investiga
tions without rotational state selection (the majority of all 
investigations) which yielded strongly differing values for 
the decay time and the "linewidth" of the same vibronic 
state. Second, investigations with selection of eigenstates 
which showed excellent agreement between the decay timel4 

and the homogeneous linewidth l5 of every eigenstate 
probed. However, the selection of single eigenstates was 
achieved by Doppler-free, two-photon spectroscopy and 
therefore only states could be investigated which differ in 
symmetry from the ones investigated in most of the experi
ments without rotational resolution, since these employed 
one-photon excitation. To be able to interpret all results with 
a common model it is therefore desirable to measure rota
tionally resolved spectra of one-photon bands below and in 
the "channel three" regime. 

W e were previously able to show that rotationally re
solved one-photon spectra ofbenzene at low vibrational ex
cess energy can be obtained by the combination of an ex
tremely narrow band UV source with a well collimated 

molecular beam.22 Both ftuorescence detectiQn22 and ioni
zation detection23 were successfully applied. In tbis work we 
use these techniques to record rotationally resolved spectra 
ofthe 6~ lÖ band, which was the lowest excess energy band to 
be found broadened in the original work of Callomon et al. 2 

On the basis ofthese results we will be able to decide whether 
the previously observed diffuseness of the contour can rea11y 
be interpreted as an increase of the homogeneous linewidth 
to the extent that was coneluded in Ref. 2 and ultimately led 
to the postulation of "channel three." 

11. EXPERIMENTAL 

The experimental setup forthe recording of rotationaHy 
resolved one-photon spectra ofbenzene was described in de
tail previously.22.23 Only a brief review will be given here 
with particular emphasis on modifications for the present 
investigation. 

The light of a cw single-mode dye laser is pulsed ampli
fied and frequency doubled in a BBO crystal to obtain tuna
ble UV pulses with a frequency width (FWHM) of about 
100 MHz. Coumarin 102 dye was used in both the cw laser 
and the three amplifier stages to obtain the necessary wave
length of2417 A. For relative calibration ofthe spectra, the 
transmission spectrum of a highly stable Fabry-Perot inter
ferometer was recorded simultaneously and the weH known 
absorption spectrum ofTe2 24 was used for absolute calibra
tion. The laser light beam is crossed perpendicularly with a 
weH collimated pulsed supersonic molecular beam of C6 H6 

seeded in Ar. To monitor the exeitation ofthe moleeules, we 
ean either detect the emitted fluoreseenee or we ean ionize 
the excited moleeules with the UV photons (..i = 273.85 
nm) from a seeond frequeney-doubled dye laser (FL 2002 E; 
Lambda Physik) and detect the mass seleeted moleeular 
ions in a time-of-flight mass speetrometer. The amplifier 
chain for the ew laser and the seeond dye laser are pumped 
by the output of the two diseharge tubes of an EMG 150 
excimer laser. Due to a small differenee in the diseharge time 
of the two tubes and different optieal paths the ionization 
pulse of 10 ns length is delayed by 11 ns with respeet to the 
narrow bandwidth excitation pulse of 5 ns length. 

For the reeording offluorescence exeitation speetra the 
pulse length ofthe excitation laser was stretched to 8.5 ns by 
eareful alignment of the amplifier chain to ensure the highest 
possible speetral resolution. To record decay eurves of indi
v"idual rotational states in the 6113 vibronie state it was found 
neeessary to shorten these pulses: This was done by the addi
tion of a parasitic cavity around the seeond amplifier stage. 14 
UV pulses of 1.5 ns length and an inereased speetral width 
were obtained in this way. In addition, in deeay time mea
surements the normaHy used 56 DUVP (Valvo) photomul
tiplier was replaeed by a R 2024U-06 (Hamamatsu) Miero
Channel-Plate photomultiplier with a time resolution 
(FWHM) of7oo ps. The output signal was delivered with a 
short RG 213line to a Tektronix WP2221 wave form digitiz
ing system with aresolution of 600 MHz. 

III.RESULTS 

The 661~ band is the lowest band whieh was found to 
display an anomalous diffuse strueture in the original work 
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by Callomon et al.2 These authors interpreted the diffuse
ness in the rotational contour as due to a broadening of the 
homogeneous linewidth of the numerous rovibronic transi
tions contributing to the contour. They were conscious ofthe 
limitations oftheir experiment due to the Doppler broaden
ing present under room temperature conditions and the lim
ited resolving power of the spectrograph. F or this reason the 
spectra at high excess energy were compared to recordings 
with limited experimental resolution ofbands known to pos
sess sharp structure under high experimental resolution and 
approximate values ofthe "linewidth" were obtained in this 
way. 

With the experimental setup described in Sec. 11, we are 
n9w able to measure the rotationally resolved spectrum of 
the band under discussion. Even though the present experi
mental conditions are not identical to the original work by 
Callomon et al., 2 i.e., the rotational temperature in the jet is 
far below room temperature, this spectrum should allow us 
to judge whether the observed diffuseness is indeed caused 
by a broadening of the individual rovibronic lines. 

A. Fluorescence excitation spectrum of the 6~ 1 ~ band 
ofC6 H6 

The fluorescence excitation spectrum of the 661~ band 
of C6H6 (3287 cm - I vibrational excess energy) at an Ar 
backing pressure ofO.5 bar and a partial pressure of 60 Torr 
benzene (corresponding to a rotationaI temperature of 15 
K) was measured with the experimental setup described in 
Sec. 11. The UV intensity was attenuated sufficiently to avoid 
saturation of individual rovibronic transitions. 22 The main 
part of the resulting spectrum is shown in the upper part of 
Fig. 1. From our previous investigation of the 66 and 66 16 
bands22 we know that the rotational structure ofthe various 
66 13 bands should be very similar, since additional quanta of 
the totally symmetric VI ring stretch mode do not signifi-

Eexcess = 3287 cm-1 

p- Branch Q-Branch 

Eexcess=1444 cm-1 

-150 -100 -50 o 

cantly change the value of the Coriolis coupling constant 
t d which determines the general appearance ofthe vibronic 
bands ofbenzene. 1.22 Therefore, the weIl understood regular 
spectrum of the 6616 band22 (1444 cm - 1 excess energy) is 
included in Fig. 1 (lower part) for comparison. The experi
mental conditions for this recording were identical to the 
present ones, but much less fluorescence signal was detected 
for the 66 1~ band in agreement with previous quantum yield 
measurements. 11 At our spectral resolution the spectrum of 
the 66 16 band consists of lines corresponding to individual 
rovibronic transitions.22 The overall structure ofboth bands 
is indeed similar, i.e., a weIl separated R branch is observed 
at higher energies, a dense Q branch in the center, and a P 
branch at lower energies. However, the detailed appearance 
of the two bands shows a number of significant differences: 

(i) The number ofsharp lines (rovibronic transitions) 
found in die 661~ band is smaller than in the 6616 band. For 
example, in the region of the Q branch ( - 45 to 13 GHz) 
the number of lines with more than 10% intensity of the 
strongest feature decreases from 89 in the 66 16 band to 54 in 
the 66 1~ band. This is similar to the Doppler-free, two-pho
ton spectrum ofthe 1461~ band at similarexcess energyY-15 
The reduction ofthe numberofsharp lines in the 1461~ band 
was interpreted as a highly rotationally selective nonradia
tive decay ofthe individual rovibronic states. 13-15 Since the 
electronic nonradiative decay of SI benzene is known to be in 
the statisticallimit and not to depend on the rotation, 16.17 
the rotation al selectivity was attributed to a primary IVR 
process in SI' 

(ii) A close inspection ofvarious lines in the spectrum of 
the 661~ band shows that the linewidth ofindividual transi
tions is broadened from 85 MHz in the 6616 band to 150 
MHz (0.005 cm - I) for the strongest lines and a few 
hundred MHz for weaker features. The value of 150 MHz 
does still contain a contribution from the experimental reso-

R- Branch 

t.v [GHzl 100 

FIG. I. Rotationally resolved fluores
eenee exeitation speetra ofthe 6,',1,\ (Iower 
traee) and the 6,\ I;; (upper traee) band of 
C" H". The vibrational exeess energy of 
the 6'1' state is 1444 and 3287 em 'for 
the 6' 1 J state. Both speetra were reeorded 
under eonditions of moderate rotational 
eooling which lead to a rotational tem
perature of 15 K. 
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lution and presents, therefore, only an upper limit for the 
homogeneous width of the lines. However, it is drastically 
lower than the width ofO.3 cm - 1 determined by Callomon et 
al. for this band. 2 Instead, the observed linewidth is in rea
sonable agreement with the width expected from decay time 
measurements. 11 The observed variation of the linewidth 
with the rotational state does again parallel the situation in 
the 14112 stateY 

(iii) The intensity of the strongest lines in the Q branch 
of a regular vibronic one-photon spectrum of benzene is 
smaller by about a factor of2 than in the Por R branch. This 
is due to the different Hönl-London factors for the various 
transitions. The maximum value ofthe Hönl-London factor 
for Q-branch transitions is 1.0 for K" = 0 and decreases for 
higher K", while for the P- and R-branch lines a maximum 
Hönl-London factor of2.0 is found for K" = J", and it de
creases for decreasing values of K ". This situation is indeed 
observed in the spectrum of the 6~ 1~ band. If we interpret 
the decrease of intensity of a particular transition in the flu
orescence excitation spectrum as an increased nonradiative 
decay,13 we can rationalize the strong appearance of the Q
branch lines in the spectrum of the 6~ 1~ band as relatively 
slow decay of states with low K '. This qualitative observation 
will be discussed further. 

(iv) The intensity of lines in the P branch decreases 
much faster with distance from the rotational origin (close 
to the Q branch) and therefore with the value of J' as expect
ed for the rotational temperature of 15 K. This is, again, 
similartothe situation in the 14~ 1~ band. 14.15 There is, how
ever, a regular structure of strong lines observed both in the 
far part of the P branch and the R branch (less pronounced ) 
which will be discussed in detail in Secs. IV and V. 

(v) In the usually very dense Q and R branchs a signifi
cant broad background is observed. Ifthe reduced number of 
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sharp lines is indeed due to the fast decay of some of the 
rotational states in the 6113 vibronic state, this background 
can be interpreted as the overlapping (heavily broadened) 
transitions to these states. 

To summarize, there are a number of sharp lines ob
served in the 6~ lÖ band, which are tentatively interpreted as 
transitions with low K'. The width of these transitions is 
dramatically lower than the previously reported value of the 
"linewidth" for this band.2 There is, however, also evidence 
for a strong rotational dependence of the decay of individual 
rovibronic states and hence of the width of the correspond
ing transitions. Due to the heavily perturbed nature of the 
spectrum, a definitive assignment ofthe rotational structure 
could not be performed for this fluorescence excitation spec
trum. The general features of the 6~ lÖ band (accessed by 
one-photon transitions) parallel the ones found previously 
in the 14~ 1~ band (accessed by two-photon transitions). 

B. Decay behavior 01 individual rotational states 01 the 
6113 vibronic state 

The fluorescence decay of the 6113 vibronic state was 
recorded after excitation via a number of randomly selected, 
sharp spectral features in the vicinity of the Q branch of the 
66 1~ band (marked in the upper trace of Fig. 2). Due to the 
lack of an assignment of the spectrum, we do not know how 
many individual rovibronic transitions are contained in each 
feature, but a comparison with the weIl understood spec
trum of the 6~ 1~ band suggests that most peaks should be 
due to single transitions. In a preliminary experiment we 
found that the pulse length of close to 10 ns of the exciting 
laser was longer or comparable to the decay time. We there
fore shortened the laser pulse with the technique described in 
Sec. 11. In addition, the Ar backing pressure was raised to 1.5 

.t.dp=1.S ns 

AVexp = 390 MHz 

<1 <1 

A tp= 8.5 ns 

.tI.Vexp = 150 MHz 

* 

20 [GHz] 

FIG. 2. Central part ofthe rotationally 
resolved fluorescence excitation spec
trumofthe6:)li~ bandofC.H. record
ed under experimental conditions 
which lead to a rotational temperature 
of 8 K. The duration ofthe exciting la
serpulse was 8.5 ns for the recordingof 
the spectrum shown in the lower part 
while it was 1.5 ns for the spectrum 
shown in the upper part. This shorten
ing of the laser pulse increases the ex
perimental frequency width of a single 
line from 150 to 390 MHz but it allows 
the measurement ofthe decay times of 
the individual rovibronic states popu
lated through the various transitions . 
Measured decay times are shown in 
the upper spectrum for selected transi
tions marked by arrows. The decay 
curves after excitation at frequency 
positions A and Bare shown in Fig. 3. 
For explanation ofthe spectral feature 
marked by an asterisk in the lower 
spectrum, see the text. 
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bar for increased rotational cooling. In Fig. 2 the central part 
ofthe spectrum ofthe 6~ 16 band is shown for a laser pulse 
length of 8.5 ns (lower trace) and 1.5 ns (uper trace). The 
increased rotational cooling is seen to result in a reduction of 
the broad background (in agreement with the interpretation 
as heavily broadened lines with high K' and therefore high J', 
which are now suppressed) and the shortening of the laser 
pulse is seen to lead to a decrease in the spectral resolution. 
However, it is still sufficient to resolve individual features in 
the spectrum. 

Typical ftuorescence decay curves are shown in Fig. 3 
for the two lines marked A and Bin the lower trace ofFig. 2. 
A single exponential decay is observed within experimental 
accuracy for these two excitation frequencies as for a11 cases 
investigated. This is in disagreement with the observation of 
a biexponential decay observed by Sumitani et a/. at much 
lower spectral resolution. 11 The various measured decay 
times are indicated in the upper trace ofFig. 2 and summar
ized in Table I. They are seen to vary from line to line. For 
the two investigated R-branch lines (at 24 and 31 GHz) the 
decay time was too short to be resolved, but this might be an 
experimental artifact due to the underlying background in 
this part ofthe spectrum. The longest observed decay time is 
more than twice as long as the slow component (T = 3.2 ns) 
of the biexponential decay observed previously,ll while the 
inability to resolve the decay ofthe R-branch lines, as weil as 
the broadened nature of some of the lines in the spectrum 
(compare, for example, the line at 33 GHz, marked by an 
astrisk), is in qualitative agreement with the previously ob
served short component of < 0.5 ns. 11 If we keep in mind 
that in this previous investigation the rotational structure 
was not resolved and that we see a strong rotational depen
den ce ofthe decay, we can interpret the apparent biexponen
tial decay as a superposition of various single exponential 
decays and not an inherent property of the 6113 vibronic 
state. 

C. Delayed two-color MPI spectrum of the 6~ 1~ band of 
CsHs 

The ftuorescence excitation spectrum of the 6~ 16 band 
could not be assigned due to its heavily perturbed nature. If 
a11 contributions in the spectrum from fast decaying states 
could be suppressed, a greatly simplified spectrum might be 
observed and there would be better hope for a detailed as
signment. For the decay times of at most a few ns this was not 
possible by gating ofthe photomultiplier. Instead, a delayed 
two-color, two-photon ionization technique was used. The 
extremely narrow band UV laser was used to excite the ben
zene molecules to the SI state and the second dye laser with a 
delay of about 11 ns ionized those molecules which were still 
in the electronica11y excited SI state after this delay. To un
derstand the effect of this technique, we have to keep in 
mind, that in ftuorescence detection the quantum yield is 
inversely proportional to the nonradiative decay rate. On the 
other hand, the probability that a particular excited rovi
bronic state is detected decreases exponential/y after excita
tion. The detailed analysis of the pulse shapes of the excita
tion laser and the ionizing laser showed that there is little 

o 
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FIG. J. Decay of ftuorescence after population of two different rotational 
states of the 6'1-' vibronic state of C. H. via the transitions marked A and B 
in Fig. 2. The dots represent the experimental values, the line is the result of 
the convolution ofthe measured system response (including the finite laser 
pulse width) and the single exponential decay fitted to the experimental 
points. 

temporal overlap ofthe two pulses and there is only a negligi
ble chance that molecules are ionized within 2 ns after exci
talion. Therefore, a11 states with a decay time of about I ns or 
less will not be seen in the delayed multi photon ionization 
(MPI) spectrum while long lived states with a decay time of 
up to 7 ns will give rise to a strong signal. 

The result of this experiment is shown in the upper trace 
of Fig. 4. The spectrum of the 6~ 16 band has now changed 
considerably as compared to the ftuorescence excitation 
spectrum shown again in the lower trace. The molecular 
beam conditions for the two recordings were identical. In the 
delayed MPI spectrum the broad background in the Q and R 
branch has disappeared completely, the number oflines was 
reduced even further (in particular the broadened lines have 
disappeared) and the regular structures in the far P and R 
branch have become very pronounced. It should be noted 
that for the regular 6~ I~ band the delayed MPI spectrum 
( 11 ns delay) is absolutely identical to the ftuorescence exci
tation spectrum. This is in line with the long decay time of 82 
ns of the 6111 state.20

•
22 

These qualitative observations show that the interpreta
tion ofthe ftuorescence excitation spectrum in terms ofrota
tiona11y selective decay is correct and the delayed MPI tech
nique can, indeed, be used for fast gating. Due to the finite 
length of the laser pulses, which is necessary for the high 
spectral resolution, the selective attenuation of lines in the 
delayed MPI spectrum can not be easily used to evaluate the 
relative decay rates. The spectrum is, however, so much sim
plified and the high sensitivity ofthe ionization detection has 
rendered such a good signal to noise ratio in the spectrum, 
that a detailed rotational analysis of the band can now be 
performed. Due to the heavily perturbed character of the 
band, this assignment has to be discussed in some detail. 

IV. ASSIGNMENT OF THE ROTATIONAL STRUCTURE 
OF THE MPI SPECTRUM 

The MPI spectrum of the 6~ 16 band obtained by the 
delayed laser technique consists of a largely reduced number 
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TABLE I. Measured fluorescence decay times after selective excitation of sharp rotational features in the 6b I~ 
band of C6 H6 • The assignments were derived from the detailed analysis of the delayed MPI spectrum (see the 
text). 

State Excitation AErot [GHz] of Decay time 

IbJ'K' branch excitation line T (ns) 

20 
p - 32.788 

+ I, P - 15.920 
70 (40%) + - 6, (60%) Q - 11.104 
- 2, (30%) +40 (70%) Q - 2.145 
30 Q -0.149 
20 Q 1.379 
10 Q 2.384 

+3, Q 4.374 

+2, Q 5.850 
20 R 24.135 
-3, R 30.511 

of rotational lines as compared to a regular perpendicular 
band like the previously analyzed 66 and 6616 bands.22 The 
rotational analysis cannot, therefore, be performed in the 
same way as for the regular bands. We can, however, hope 
that the remaining lines are not shifted in a random fashion 
and assignments can be performed by observation of regular
ities in the spectrum. Such a lack offrequency shifts and the 
rotationally selective, nonradiative decay thought responsi
ble for the reduced number of lines could be explained by 
intrastate coupling in the weak coupling limit to fast decay
ing (broadened) background states in SI like in the pre
viouslyanalyzed 14112 state. IJ

-
IS 

A elose inspection of the spectrum does, indeed, reveal 
that not only the prominent strong structures in the far P and 
R branch mentioned above are arranged in a regular way, 
but all 143 lines in the spectrum can be grouped in a small 
number of regular systems. These systems are marked in Fig. 

delayed MPI 

fluorescence 

-150 -100 -50 o 

3.6 
6.8 
3.5 
3.5 
3.6 
4.1 
5.2 
4.8 
4.8 

<1 
<I 

5 below and above the delayed MPI spectrum of the 6~ I~ 
band. The distance between neighboring lines in these sys
tems is decreasing or increasing by a constant value. Such 
behavior indicates that the lines belong to transitions with 
constant IJJ and Al( and either constant J' or K '. A similar 
example was previousIy found for the blue part of the qQ 
branch of the 14~ I~ band, where only transitions with 
K' = K" = 0 were observed. 13

-
IS In a rigid rotor approxi

mation the position of rotationallines is given byl.22 

!l.Erot (J',K' +-J",K") 

=B"J"(J' + I) + (C' -B')'K'2 

+2'C"~;ff'K' - [B"·J"·(J" + 1) 

+ (C" - B") 'K"2] (1) 

with the Coriolis coupling constant ~;w which describes the 
splitting between the vibrational angular momentum sub-

tw (GHz 1 100 

FIG. 4. Comparison ofthe rotational
Iy resolved spectrum ofthe 6,', li~ band 
of C. H. under identical expansion 
conditions in the jet as recorded by ftu
orescence detection (Iower trace) and 
by delayed MPI detection (upper 
trace). For a discussion of the dilfer
ences, see the text. 
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states I ~ = - 1 and I ~ = + 1 of the degenerate v 6 state of 
e2 symmetry for K' > O. The .. - " sign in Eq. (1) is to be 

• 
used for the I ~ = - 1 substate and the .. + " sign for the 
I ~ = + 1 substate. äJ = J' - J" can be - 1, Oor + 1 (P, 
Q, or R branch) and äK = K' - K " can be - 1 or + 1 for 
the perpendicular band under investigation. 1 For lines with 
constant Wand äK the distance 

oE(J',J' + 1) 

= äEro' (J' + 1,K' ..... J' + 1 - äJ,K' - äK) 

- äEro, (J',K' ..... J' - W,K' - äK) 

between neighboring lines with constant K' is given by 

W= -1:oE(J',J'+1)=2·t:J]·(J'+1)-2·B", (2) 
W=O: oE(J',J'+ 1) =2·äB·(J'+ 1), (3) 
äJ= + l:oE(J',J'+ 1) =2·äB·(J' + 1)+2·B". (4) 

The distance oE(K' ,K' + 1) between neighboring lines with 
constant J' is given by 

äK = - 1: oE(K',K' + 1) = 2·ä(C - B) 'K' 

+ (C' - B' - 3·C" + 3'B" + 2·C'·t ;tr) (5) 

äK= + 1: oE(K',K'+ 1) =2·ä(C-B)·K' 

(6) 

Both cases would explain the observed increase or decrease 
ofthe distance between neighboring lines in each system by a 
constant value. Since for the planar benzene moleeule ä ( C
B);::::: - äB /222 and the value of äB for the SI ..... So transi
tion is weIl known, the magnitude of the observed changes 
allows us to decide that we observe systems of constant K'. 
From the position of each system of lines within the rota
tional contour the value of äJ can easily be decided. B" is 
weIl known25 and äB obtained experimentally for each sys
tem and therefore Eqs. (2) to (4) even ren der the absolute 
value of J' for each line. The resulting values for all observed 
transitions are indicated in Fig. 5. 

I 

I I I I I 
5 7 

I I I I 
4 6 8 

/6= + 1 

/6= .1 

/6=·1 

IJ.v IGHz] 

1IIIII 
J' =13 1517 

I = 

I I I I I 
9 11 13 

I I 
10 = J' 

100 

11 
15 

FIG. 5. Assignment of the rotational 
structure of the 6~ l~ band of Co H6 (de
te~ted by delayed MPI). The regular sys
tems of Iines marked by the horizontal 
scales belong to transitions with constant 
K' and !1K. The particular value of J' and 
K' of each line was determined from the 
distance from the neighboring Iines as de
scribed in the text. The transitions to 
K'=2,1~ = + Istatesaresplitintothree 
components as indicated by the dotted 
lines. 

For transitions with commonJ', K', and äKbut varying 
äJ the relative distance depends only on the weIl known 
value of B ,,25 and we can therefore decide which systems in 
the P, Q, and R branch lead to the same excited states. These 
groups of up to three systems are marked at the same vertical 
position in Fig. 5. The whole band thus reduces to only seven 
groups ofline systems with common K' and äK. Transitions 
to all other values of K' do not appear in the 6616 band. Even 
for the remaining K ' values, the range of observed J' values 
differs considerably. This indicates that the nonradiative de
cay responsible for the disappearance of lines is not only K 
dependentbutalsoJ dependent. However, theJ dependence 
of line intensities is found to be very smooth. 

After the J assignment has been determined from purely 
systematic considerations and no apriori assumptions, we 
have to try to find the values of K' and äK of each of the 
seven goups of line systems. For this purpose we have to 
remember that the 6113 state is degenerate and each rovi
bronic level splits into a I ~ = - land a I ~ = + I sub level. 1 

I ~ = - 1 sublevels can only be accessed in the electronic 
transition via t1K = + I transitions and I ~ = + 1 sub levels 
via äK = - 1 transitions.1.22 The Hönl-London factors, 
which govern the relative intensity of lines, are largest for 
transitionswithäK = - 1 andK' dosetoJ'inthePbranch, 
äK= ± landK';:::::OintheQbranchandäK= + landK' 
dose to J' in the R branch. Therefore, the strength of a par
ticular system in the various branches of the spectrum gives 
an initial guess on the value of K' and äK. In addition, an 
upper limit for K ' is given by the lowest value of J' observed 
for the system. Furthermore, transitions with äK = - I (to 
I ~ = + 1 states) can be observed for the P branch down to 
J' = K " in the Q branch to J' = K' + I and in the R branch 
to J' = K' + 2. This situation is observed for the four sys
tems marked lowest in Fig. 5. Last, but not least, a fortui
tious detail ofbenzene spectroscopy gives us one unambigu
ous assignment without need for other reasoning. States with 
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K' = 1 and I;, = - 1 can only be accessed via /li( = + 1 
transitions from K' = 0 ground states. The statistical weight 
ofthese states is 7 for J" even and 3 for J" odd. The resulting 
alternation of line intensities is c1early observed for the 
group of systems marked just below the experimental spec
trum in Fig. 5. They can, therefore, directly be assigned as 
transitions with /li( = + 1, K' = 1, and I;, = - 1. The oth
er K' and I;, assignments shown in the lower part of Fig. 5 
follow from this assignment easily, if only fairly regular be
havior of the K dependence of the line positions is assumed 
and the abovementioned consequence of J'>K' is remem
bered. For the two systems observed mainly in the far parts 
ofthe Pand R branchs, the assignment of K' = to, I;, = + 1 
and K' = 13, I;, = - 1 shown at the top ofFig. 5 is not quite 
so secure, but we believe it to be correct to ± 1 for K' and 
absolute1y for 1;'. 

With the assignment of all observed lines now per
formed, we can try to fit rotational constants to the whole 
band and determine the frequency Voo of the rotationless 
origin. For this purpose we first calculate values for B ~ for 
each group ofline systems (i.e., for each value of K' and I;, ) 
separately. The resulting values are summarized in Table 11. 
For comparison the values of B ~ for the 6\,22 6\1\,22 and the 
6\1 2 state26 are inc1uded in Table 11. It is seen that the some
what smaller values of B ~ for the 6\1 3 state are in line with 
the trend in these states at lower excess energy. However, 

there is a significant variation of B ~ on K' and 1;'. This indi
cates that the various rovibronic states are slightly shifted in 
a J' and K' dependent way. This can also be conc1uded from 
the fact that no good fit of C ~ and {; ;tr on the K' dependence 
ofline positions is possible. There is a strongly K ' dependent 
irregular deviation of the positions of about ± 500 MHz to 
any reasonable set of rotational constants and, in addition, 
the weaker J' dependence evidenced by the varying values of 
B ~. This variation of the line positions can be understood as 
rotationally dependent coupling to other (dark) S\ states in 
the strong coupling limit in addition to the coupling in the 
weak limit to heavily broadened states which is responsible 
for the disappearance of most lines of the band. Such a cou
pling in the strong limit is known to lead to isolated pertur
bations (Le., shifts and splittings oflines) at low vibrational 
excess energy in S\.27,28 

Due to the lack of a good fit of the rotational constants 
to all lines in the spectrum also the determination of the 
frequency Voo of the rotationless origin is not straightfor
ward. Since any rotationally selective shift oflines is, in gen
eral, expected to be least like1y for K' = 0 states and also the 
value of B' determined from these states agrees quite well 
with the average from alllines, we used the K' = 0 lines for 
the determination of voo . The resulting value is inc1uded in 
Table 11 together with the previously determined values for 
the 6b, 6b n, and 6~ 1~ band. 

TABLE 11. Values ofthe rotationaI constant B ~ and the rotationless origin Voo for the bands 6~ 1~ ofe. H 6 • For 
the 6'13 state analyzed in this work separate vaIues of B ~ are given for aIl the K', 1 ~ states observed in the 
delayed MPI spectrum. Tbe average vaIue of B ~ for the vibronie state was ca1eulated frorn all vaIues shown 

exeept the K' = 2, 1 ~ = + 1 states, whieh were found to be split in three eornponents. 

Vibronie state Voo (ern -') 

6" 38606.089 (8) 
6'1" 39529.630 (8) 
6'12b 40 452.091 (8) 

6'13 41 373.461 (12) 

aTaken frorn Ref. 22 
b Reference 26. 

K' 
10 

3 

2 

0 

2 

13 

B~ (ern-') 

0.181778 (2) 
0.181648 (2) 
0.181537 (3) 

I' 6 

+1 0.181466 (9) 

+1 0.181349 (52) 

0.181486 (3) 
+ I" 0.181645 (14) 

0.181464 (13) 

+1 0.181496 (18) 

0.181447 (5) 

_ld 
P,R 0.181417 (1) 
Q 0.181501(3) 

-1 0.181491 (26) 

-1 0.181424 (3) 

average 0.181449 

"Separate vaIues are given for the three cornponents observed. 
d Different effective values are found for Pand R transitions and Q transitions due to rotationaI 1 resonance with 
q = - 0.84X 10- 4 ern -, (see the text). 
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Two final points found in this detailed analysis should 
be mentioned. First, the position of the P- and R-branch 
transitions to K' = 1, I;, = - 1 states do agree very weIl, but 
there is a deviation from the Q-branch positions which de
pendslinearlyonJ" (J' + 1). Thisisduetorotationall-type 
doubling of the K' = 1, I;, = - 1 states29 with a value of 
q = - 0.84 X 10 - 4 cm - I. The observation of this doubling 
is a further confirmation of the assignment given. Second, it 
can be seen from Fig. 5 that the K' = 2, I;, = + 1 states are 
all split into three components with a maximum distance of 
about 5.5 GHz. The sum ofthe intensities ofthe three lines is 
in good agreement with the intensity ofthe unsplit lines with 
neighboring K'. The splitting can be understood as coupling 
in the strong coupling limit to two background states with 
reasonable coupling matrix elements on the order of2 GHz. 

To summarize, the rotational structure of the delayed 
MPI spectrum of the 6~ 1~ band was completely assigned. 
There are only transitions to a few low values of K' and to 
two higher values of K' observed, i.e., all other states decay 
very rapidlyon the time scale of our experiment. In addition, 
there are rotationally dependent shifts of the observed lines 
and a splitting of the K' = 2, I;' = + 1 lines. With the as
signment ofthe delayed MPI spectrum, a partial assignment 
ofthe ftuorescence excitation spectrum is also possible. This 
leads to the assignment of the states, whose decay behavior 
was measured (compare Table I) and the observation that 
the broadened lines seen in the ftuorescence excitation spec
trum are most likely transitions to states with K' values close 
to the values of the lines observed in the delayed MPI spec
trum. 

V. DISCUSSION 

A. Comparison of one- (6'1 3
) and two-photon (14'1 2

) 

states 

From the detailed assignment ofthe MPI spectrum pre
sented in Sec. IV, it is seen that only rotational states of the 
6113 vibronicstateofC6 H6 with/;' = + landK'= 1,2,3, 
lO,stateswithK' = Oandstateswith/;' = - 1 andK' = 1, 
13 give rise to detectable lines. The decay time of these states 
is on the order of a few ns. Most likely, states with other 
values of K ' and I;, decay fast on the time scale of our experi
ment. This highly selective disappearance and appearance of 
lines is similar to the one observed previously13-IS for the 
14112 state. For this state it was found that at low rotational 
energy only K' = 0 states decay slowly while at the much 
higher rotational energies accessible in the room tempera
ture experiment mainly K' 'ZJ' states survive for a long time. 
From this similarity it can be concluded that the rotational 
selectivity ofthe nonradiative decay of"channel three" ben
zene is not a sole property of the bzu vibrational state excited 
in two-photon spectroscopy, but rather a more general fea
ture at the onset of "channel three." Since it is not known 
whether this rotational selectivity vanishes again at even 
higher vibrational energies any data from experiments in the 
"channel three" region without rotational selection have to 
be considered with extreme caution since they present aver
aged values and any possible rotational selectivity is ob
scured. 

Aside from this similarity there is, however, also a sig
nificant difference between the 14112 state and the 6113 state. 
The decay time of the K' = J' = 0 state of the 14112 state at 
3412 cm -I vibrational excess energy was found to be >55 
ns 14 (quite comparable to the decay time oflow excess ener
gy states) while all the low rotational states of the 6113 state 
at the somewhat lower excess energy of 3287 cm - 1 have a 
considerably smaller decay time ofless thm IOns. An expla
nation for this situation and the pattern of long lived rota
tional states in the 6113 state will be presented next. 

The exclusive appearance of the K' = 0 lines in the blue 
part of the spectrum of the 14~ 1~ band was interpreted as 
parallel Coriolis coupling in the weak coupling limit to one 
rapidly decaying (broadened) background state. 14,IS The 
coupling matrix element scales linearly with K' ( Vz - tCK); 
it is, therefore, not existent for K' = 0, and the K' = 0 states 
are nearly unperturbed. The observation of mainly states 
with low K' in the 6113 state might be explained at first sight 
with a similar model, i.e., one single decay channel (coupled 
state). However, the decay ofthese states with low K' is by 
about 1 order ofmagnitude faster than the decay ofthe 6112 

state ( T = 72 ns20 
) in contrast to theoretical predictions that 

the decay rate should only increase by less than a factor of 2 
between the 6112 and the 6113 state.30 This indicates that 
there is at least one additional decay channel (coupling) 
present, which is also active for the very lowest rotational 
states. In addition, there is a strong asymmetry in the decay 
behavior of the I;, = + 1 and I;, = - 1 components, i.e., 
for I;, = + 1 states are observed up to K' = 3 while 
I;, = - 1 components are only seen for K' = 1. This, again, 
cannot be explained by Coriolis coupling alone, since there is 
no dependence of the coupling matrix element on the vibra
tional angular momentum quantum number I. Even more 
seriously, the K' = 10, I;, = + 1 states and the K' = 13, 
I;, = - 1 states are found to decay slowly, but not states 
with neighboring values of K '. Such a nonmonotonic appear
ance of lines cannot be understood in terms of the smooth J 
and K dependence of any known coupling matrix element 
but only in terms ofvery intricate resonance and interference 
conditions. 

B. Coupllng model 

Polik et al. 31 recently presented model calculations for 
coupling in the weak coupling limit of one optically accessi
ble state 1"'0) to a manifold of states {ltPk)}' k = 1,2,3,"', 
each ofwhich is, in turn, coupled to a continuum. This cou
pling to the continuum gives each ofthe states ItPk) a finite 
width. In addition, it is assumed that there is substantial 
coupling between the states ItPk)' Prediagonalization of the 
manifold {I tP k )} of real basis functions together with the 
continuum yields a set of complex eigenfunctions Itpk) with 
complex coupling elements 

("'oIHltpk) = VOk = IVOk le18
• (7) 

between the state 1 "'0) and each state 1 tpk)' f)k is the phase of 
the eigenfunction Itpk)' It was shown by Polik et al. that 
these couplings between 1"'0) and Itpk) give rise to a decay 
width r of the state 1"'0) of 
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(8) 

r 0 is the width ofthe zero order state 1 tPo >, r k the width of 
each prediagonalized state I'" k >, and Eo and E kare the re
spective energies. 

Originally, this model was developed to describe asym
metrie line shapes in Stark level-crossing spectra of So for
maldehyde, but it can be used for the description ofthe decay 
ofsingle rotational states ofthe 6113 or 14112 vibronic states, 
if we associate the state 1 tPo > with this light zero order state, 
the states l,pk> with one or more broadened background 
states in SI , and the continuum with the dense manifold of 
highly excited TI and/or So states. As we will show, new 
interference effects are therewith introduced which give an 
explanation for the observed nonmonotonie appearance of 
lines in the 66 g band. 

Equation (8) reduces to the weIl known formula for 
coupling in the weak limit to one broad state32

,33 which was 
used for the analysis oflinebroadening in the 14112 state in 
our previous work,14 since for a single coupled state the 
phase (i.e., °1 ) will be zero. In this case the rotational de
pendence of the decay rate follows solely from the rotational 
dependence ofthe coupling matrix element rather than from 
acontribution ofthe phases 0k' For more than one state l,pk > 
even nonvanishing values of ° k will in most cases still lead to 
an increase in the width r, but for particular combinations of 
the various parameters the sin and cos terms in Eq. (8) to
gether with the dispersive dependence on Ek [third term in 
Eq. (8)] will lead to significant cancellation ofthe contribu
tions from the l,pk> states and r will not be much greater 
than r o . 

For the 6113 state under investigation, all these details 
could combine in the following way: r is greater than r 0 for 
alliow values of K' due to one broad background state and 
increases monotonically for higher values of K' due to the 
rotational dependence ofthe coupling strength (e.g., parallel 
Coriolis coupling) to a second state. If r, and therefore the 
decay rate, is high enough, the appropriate lines are not seen 
in our spectrum. However, for K' = 10, I;, = + 1 and 
K' = 13, I;, = - 1 the two decay channels interfere destruc
tively, i.e., their contributions to the decay width r cancel to 
a large degree as described, and the lines are seen in the 
spectrum. While the observed highly nonmonotonie behav
ior cannot be explained by coupling to one background state, 
we cannot exclude involvement ofmore than two states. Too 
large a number would, however, be incompatible with the 
concept of selective interferences and also be hard to explain 
in view of the relatively low total density of background 
states (118/ cm - I for a11 symmetries 19.34 ). 

Obviously, this model could also give an alternative ex
planation forthe slow decay oftheK' = 0 states ofthe 14112 

vibronic state. On the other hand, the appearance of low K ' 
states in both investigated cases must still be considered 
strong evidence for the involvement of rotation-vibration 

coupling (e.g., Coriolis coupling) in the primary process of 
the nonradiative decay of "channel three" benzene. 

C. Comparison with previous low resolution results 

Let us now turn to a comparison of our new data on the 
decay of the 6113 state with previous results and even more 
generally to the a critical comparison of the various results 
on "channel three." In the original report of Ca11omon et 
al.,2 the 6113 state was the lowest excess energy state found to 
be broadened. They deduced a "linewidth" ofO.3 cm -I for 
this state from a comparison of the diffuse spectrum of the 
66 g band with spectra of inherent sharpness, which were 
recorded with limited resolution. The comparison of the re
sulting nonradiative decay with earlier decay time measure
ments of states of low excess energy3 showed the dramatic 
increase in the decay rate which led to the postulation of 
"channel three." The experimentallinewidth of the sharpest 
lines observed in our experiments and the single exponential 
decays of a few ns lead to an estimate of the homogeneous 
linewidth of the longest lived rotational states of about 0.00 1 
cm - I. This is by more than 2 orders of magnitude less than 
the value deduced by Callomon et al. 2 The broadened lines, 
which were also observed in our experiment, have a width of 
about 0.01 cm - I and an even larger linewidth has to be as
sumed for all the states not observed. This could mean that 
the discrepancy of about 2 orders of magnitude between de
cay rates deduced from the "lifetime" measurements3.6,11 
and the "linewidth" measurements2,5,19 in experiments 
without rotational resolution is a consequence ofthe particu
lar ensemble of rotational states that was excited in these 
experiments. Fluorescence lifetime experiments select the 
longest lived states with reasonable quantum yield, while 
"linewidth" measurements (particularly in absorption) will 
just as effectively see the fast decaying states (possibly the 
high J,K states predominantly observed at room tempera
ture). In addition, it should be mentioned that the observa
tionofsplittingoflines (e.g., theK' = 2, I;, = + 1 states) in 
several components dispersed over about 0.2 cm - I might 
give an alternative explanation for the observed diffuseness 
of the contours2 in the "channel three" regime. It is there
fore not appropriate to deduce a value of the nonradiative 
decay rate from this diffuseness, but rather just an estimate 
ofthe range offrequencies, each rotational state contributes 
to. This modeling would be similar to the notion of IVR 
decay rates by Parmenter and co-workers. 19 However, both 
in our experiment and the one of Ca11omon et al. 2 and later 
Aron et al. 5 the coherence width ofthe excitation source was 
not large enough to prepare a coherent superposition of all 
eigenstates, which contain a contribution of the light state 
and therefore no dynamic IVR process could be observed. 
. Finally, an IVR decay rate or vibrational dephasing rate 
should certainly be distinguished from the electronic nonra
diative decay rate. 

In view of our new results for the nonradiative decay of 
the various rotational states of the 6113 vibronic state, it is 
interesting to ask what remains of the original observations 
leading to the postulation of "channel three." Definitively, 
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the sharp rise of the nonradiative decay rate of SI states 
accessible by optical transitions, as concluded by Callomon 
et al.,2 is washed out if individual rotational states are ob
served. A rotational selectivity of the nonradiative decay is 
found for both the b2u states (e.g., 141 e) accessed by two
photon excitation and the e2 states (e.g., 6113) accessed by 

• 
one-photon excitation and seems to be quite general for SI 
benzene around 3000 cm - I excess energy regardless of the 
vibrational symmetry. What remains, is good evidence that 
starting at roughly an excess energy of 3000 cm - I vibration
al state mixing within the SI state ofbenzene by anharmonic 
and rotation-vibration coupling (observed already at low 
excess energyI6.27.34 ) becomes so frequent, that there is very 
emcient mixture of the vibrational states accessed by the 
optical transition with the many background states which 
are not accessible by optical transitions due to the high sym
metry of benzene and selective Franck-Condon factors. 
This conclusion is in good agreement with the evidence from 
emission spectra l9

•
21 and MPI photoelectron spectra. 18 At 

least some of these background states are believed to be 
strongly coupled to the highly excited So electronic state3S-37 

and their decay is much faster than that of the optically 
accessible states. This ditfering decay behavior could weIl be 
a consequence of their ditfering vibrational character in 
qualitative agreement with theoretical investigations. 35-37 

Since we do not know whether states with similar vibrational 
character but excess energy below 3000 cm - I are sharp or 
broad, nothing can be said about the excess energy depend
ence of the decay rate for this type of vibronic states. The 
admixture of the background states then leads to the turn 
over from ISC to IC previously concluded for the "channel 
three" regime. 8. 10 From the rotational analysis of the 6b 1~ 
band we can estimate the number of admixed states. The 
splitting of the K' = 2, 16 = + 1 states in three components 
leads to at least two other sharp states and the appearance of 
sharp interference patterns (for K' = 10, 16 = + 1 and 
K' = 13, 16 = - 1) shows us that there are at least two 
broad states involved. This places a lower limit offive to the 
number of coupled states, while the high selectivity observed 
in our spectra leads us to the conclusion that there are prob
ably less than ten states involved. For a comparison it should 
be mentioned that Parmenter and co-workersl9 concluded 
five to seven states to be coupled, in good agreement with this 
estimate. 

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

In this work we presented rotationally resolved spectra 
of the 6b 1Ö band of benzene at an excess energy of 3287 
cm - I. The ftuorescence excitation spectrum with an experi
mental resolution of 150 MHz shows a reduced number of 
sharp lines as compared to regular vibronic bands ofbenzene 
and a broad background which is believed to be due to cou
pling to broadened background states in SI . The decay ofthe 
ftuorescence signal following excitation ofvarious sharp fea
tures in the spectrum is found to be single exponential and to 
vary strongly with the molecular rotation, Le., the nonradia
tive decay is highly rotationally selective. Ifthe excitation of 
the benzene molecules is monitored by ionization with a sec-

ond UV laser, which is delayed with respect to the excitation 
laser, an MPI spectrum is obtained, which lacks the broad 
background of the excitation spectrum and shows a greatly 
simplified rotational structure. This rotational structure was 
completely assigned and it was found that mainly lines with 
extremely low values of K ' appear in the spectrum but also a 
few lines with considerably higher K'. A model is presented 
which explains these findings as coupling of the light zero 
order 6113 state to a small number ofbroadened background 
states. This coupling leads to the disappearance of most lines 
in the spectrum, but also the isolated appearance of lines 
with higher K' values which is understood as interference 
between the decay channels given by the broadened back
ground states. 

The relatively slow decay of the zero order 6113 state is 
in strong disagreement with the "linewidth" of 0.3 cm- I 

found previously for this vibronic state. 2 This large 
"linewidth" of the 6113 state and other vibronic states of 
higher energy led Callomon et al. to the conclusion that the 
nonradiative decay of SI benzene increases drastically 
around 3000 cm - I excess energy and they concluded a 
"channel three" decay process from the increase.2 Since we 
cannot confirm this drastic increase ofthe nonradiative rate 
of the optically accessible states, we see no more need to 
invoke an extra "channel three" nor can we confirm the ob
servation of a biexponential decay by Sumitani et al., which 
was interpreted as a reversible isomerisation. II Instead, we 
believe that the mixing and decay behavior of the optically 
excited states of SI benzene cim be weIl explained by the 
known decay channels of ISC and IC and IVR as a primary 
process. 
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